There's something you should know: Everything, since June 1933 (where the gold and silver standard was
abandoned), everything operates in a conceptual world of COMMERCE!

Commerce is based on agreement, contract. Government has an implied agreement with the Strawman
(government's creation) & the Strawman is subject to government rule, as we illustrated above. But when we,
the real flesh & blood man & woman, step into their "process" we become the "surety" for the fictional
Strawman. Reality & fiction are reversed. We then become liable for the debts, liabilities & obligations of the
Strawman, relinquishing our real (protected) character as we stand up for the fictional Strawman.
So that we can once again place the Strawman in the fictional world & ourselves in the real world (with all our
"shields" in place against fictional government) we must send a nonnegotiable (private) "Charge Back" & a
nonnegotiable "Bill of Exchange" to the United States Secretary of Treasury, along with a copy of our birth
certificate, the evidence, the MCO, of the Strawman. By doing this we discharge our portion of the public debt,
releasing US, the real man, from the debts, liabilities & obligations of the Strawman. Those debts, liabilities &
obligations exist in the fictional commercial world of "book entries", on computers &/or in paper ledgers. It is a
world of "digits" & "notes", not of money & substance. Property of the real man once again becomes tax
exempt & free from levy, as it must be in accord with HJR-192.
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is
our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii), $1,000,000 limitation: "The aggregate
amount treated as acquisition indebtedness for any period shall not exceed $1,000,000 ($500,000 in the case
of a married individual filing a separate return)."
This $1,000,000 (one million) account is for the Strawman, the fictional "person" with the name in all caps
&/or last name first. It is there for the purpose of making book entries, to move figures, "digits" from one side
of ledgers to the other. Without constant movement a shark will die & quite ironically, like the shark, there
must also be constant movement in commerce, or it too will die. Figures, digits, the entries in ledgers must
move from asset side to debit side & back again, or commerce dies. No movement, no commerce.
The fictional person of government can only function in a fictional commercial world, one where there is no
real money, only fictional funds ... mere entries, figures, & digits.
A presentment from fictional government -from traffic citation to criminal charges -is a negative, commercial
"claim" against the Strawman. This "claim" takes place in the commercial, fictional world of government.
"Digits" move from one side of your Strawman account to the other, or to a different account. This is today's
commerce.
In the past we have addressed these "claims" by fighting them in court, with one "legal process" or another, &
failed. We have played the futile, legalistic, dog-&-pony show -a very clever distraction -while the commerce
game played on.
But what if we refused to play dog-&-pony, & played the commerce game instead? What if we learned how to
control the flow & movement of entries, figures, & digits, for our own benefit? Is that possible? And if so, how?
How can the real man in the real world, function in the fictional world in which the commerce game exists?
When in commerce do as commerce does, use the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)? The UCC-1 Financing
Statement is the one contract in the world that can NOT be broken & it's the foundation of the Accepted For
Value process. The power of this document is awesome.
Since the TDA exists for the Strawman -who, until now, has been controlled by government - WE can gain
control (& ownership) of the Strawman by first activating the TDA & then filing an UCC-1 Financing Statement.
This does two things for US.

First, by activating the TDA we gain limited control over the funds in the account. This allows US to also move
entries, figures, & digits ... for OUR benefit.
Secondly, by properly filing an UCC-1 Financing Statement we can become the holder in due course of the
Strawman. This gives us virtual ownership of the government created entity. So what? What does it all mean?
Remember earlier we mentioned that a presentment from government or one of its agents or agencies was a
negative commercial claim against the Strawman (& the Strawman's account, the TDA)? Remember we told
you entries, figures, & digits moved from one side of the account to the other, or to a different account? Well
now, with the Strawman under our control, government has no access to the TDA & they also lose their gobetween, their liaison, their "connection" to the real, living man & woman. From now on, when presented with
a "claim" (presentment) from government, we will agree with it (this removes the "controversy") & we will
ACCEPT IT FOR VALUE. By doing this we remove the negative claim against our account & become the "holder
in due course" of the presentment. As holder in due course you can require the sworn testimony of the
presenter of the "claim" (under penalty of perjury) & request the account be properly adjusted.
It's all business, a commercial undertaking, & the basic procedure is not complicated. In fact, it's fairly simple.
We just have to remember a few things, like: this is not a "legal" procedure -we're not playing dog-&-pony. This
is commerce, & we play by the rules of commerce. We accept the "claim", become the holder in due course, &
challenge whether or not the presenter of the claim had/has the proper authority (the Order) to make the
claim (debit our account) in the first place. When they cannot produce the Order (they never can, it was never
issued) we request the account be properly adjusted (the charge, the "claim " goes away).
If they don't adjust the account a request is made for the bookkeeping records showing where the funds in
question were assigned.
This is done by requesting the Fiduciary Tax Estimate & the Fiduciary Tax Return for this claim. Since the claim
has been accepted for value & is prepaid, & our TDA account is exempt from levy, the request for the Fiduciary
Tax Estimate & the Fiduciary Tax Return is valid because the information is necessary in determining who is
delinquent &/or making claims on the account. If there is no record of the Fiduciary Tax Estimate & the
Fiduciary Tax Return, we then request the individual tax estimates & individual tax returns to determine if
there is any delinquency.
If we receive no favorable response to the above requests, we will then file a currency report on the amount
claimed/assessed against our account & begin the commercial process that will force them to either do what's
required or lose everything they own -except for the clothing they are wearing at the time. This is the power of
contracts (commerce) & it should be mentioned, at least this one time, that a contract overrides the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, & any other document other than another contract. We should also mention
that no process of law -"color" of law under present codes, statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances, etc. - can
operate upon you, no agent &/or agency of government (including courts) can gain jurisdiction over you,
WITHOUT YOUR CONSENT. You, (we) are not within their fictional commercial venue.
The Accepted for Value process, however, gives us the ability to deal with "them" -through the use of our
transmitting utility/go-between, the Strawman -& hold them accountable in their own commercial world, for
any action(s) they attempt to take against us. Without a proper Order, & now we know they're not in
possession of such a document, they must leave us alone ... or pay the consequences. - See more at:
http://unitedtruthseekers.com/profiles/blogs/take-back-your-strawman-your-birth-certificate-bond-is-worthbill#sthash.mEbGVyBU.dpuf

